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[ Master's Teachings ]
Editor's note: Deeply concerned about the state of our world today—a world facing the crises
of climate change, environmental degradation, instability and unrest, and eroding of moral
values—
Dharma Master Cheng Yen has appealed to her followers to engage in
the practice of repentance. Though the collective problems of today's world seem beyond the
control of ordinary individuals, the Master tells us that each of us in fact contribute to the
problem in many different ways; that is why we need to return to our own heart and mind, and
deeply reflect. (The repentance practice is introduced
here
.)
I often say that life is like a play and this play revolves around one theme—want and desire.
Our desires are like a bottomless pit. We are always seeking, never satisfied. This plays out in
all aspects of our life. When eating, we not only eat to sustain our bodies and appease our
hunger; we want to eat good-tasting food. For our home, it is not enough to have a modest
home that shelters us from the elements; we desire comfortable surroundings, the bigger and
more luxurious the better. This is the nature of desire.
All our life, we work hard to fulfill our desires. We seek happiness, but for the majority of us, we
think happiness comes with having more—more wealth, more success, more power, more
fame, and so on. We never feel that what we have is enough.
One dream fulfilled spawns another. Instead of being content with an ordinary, simple life, our
vanity causes us to want more grandeur, glory, or power. Our ambitions become endless; the
sky is the limit. The truth is, more is not necessarily better and it can have adverse effects. In
our endless pursuit of our desires, we actually create much suffering for ourselves.
But, what do we really come into the world for? What is life really about? Only by turning toward
the Dharma can we begin to understand life's true value and purpose. Then, we can be content.
We can get perspective and see things in their positive light. A sense of gratitude will fill our
hearts.
If we don't turn toward the Dharma, however, we will continue to chase after our desires. We
will toil away our entire lives in this pursuit, missing life's true purpose. In the course of this, we
create a lot of negative karma. As we pursue our desires, we do many wrong things. Moreover,
with the arising of greed, other unwholesome mental states will arise—anger, ignorance,
arrogance, and doubt.
Having created negative karma, we will reap its consequences. Negative karma will bring about
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negative retribution and suffering. The way to escape misfortune and suffering is understand the
law of karma, peacefully accept the retribution for our wrong actions, repent these wrongs, and
from henceforth, strive not to create any further negative karma.
Prior to learning the Dharma, we were led around by our desires, creating negative karma and
reaping its retribution. But when we understand the law of karma and life's true purpose, we will
know to make use of our lives in the most meaningful way—taking hold of our life to contribute
to the greater good.
From Dharma Master Cheng Yen's Talks
Compiled into English by the Jing Si Abode English Editorial Team

Я сделал шаг в их &quot; русская музыка слушать и скачать &quot; направлении, и они
снова &quot;
скачать
бутырку два полюса
&quot; разошлись по сторонам.

Он увидел в зеркале что-то, напугавшее его до смерти.

Ли Пяо принял &quot; скачать игру для компа &quot; свою чашку и кивком поблагодарил
&quot;
скачать ускоритель интернета на
русском языке
&quot; меня.

И вдруг он оказался высоко в воздухе, в &quot; скачать карту алтайский край &quot;
громадном потоке пламени.

Великий Магистр Жерар, который ехал по другую руку &quot; скачать песни руслани &qu
ot; от короля Гая, сделал Томасу страшные глаза за &quot;
гта паркур скачать мод
&quot; монаршей спиной.

Он пришел не для того, чтобы принимать близко &quot; скачать игру хэнкок через
торрент
&quot; к сердцу глупое
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тщеславие богатых &quot;
скачать кейген кряк ключ
&quot; купцов и старейшин племен, которые хотели преломить хлеб с неверными, а потом
&quot;
скачать one republic all the right move
&quot; нанести им оскорбление в их манере.
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